Wireless Monitoring of a Structural Beam To Be Used for Post-Earthquake Damage Assessment
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Abstract

Wireless monitoring of a standard reinforced concrete beam is shown in a simply supported beam experiment. The passive nested split-ring resonator (NSRR) probes are attached on the reinforcing bars (rebars) within the beam, and an antenna interrogates the probes from outside the beam. The results of the experiment show that the plastic deformation region strain/displacement can be detected by the wireless sensing system. The data collected by the system constitutes an important input for the assessment of the damage that can be observed after earthquakes.

1 Introduction

The identification of the degree of damage induced in buildings/structures after an earthquake is vital in terms of determining the required repair work or whether an evacuation is necessary or not. Since there does not exist an established quantitative method for understanding the post-earthquake damage, the methods used for this purpose largely rely on observation [1]. In reinforced concrete based buildings, deformations formed on the structural elements (e.g., beams, columns, roof) as well as those formed on the non-structural elements (e.g., furniture, windows, office equipment) are investigated visually. Examining the type and width of a crack or the level of fracture and crushing on concrete, as well as investigating a rupture or a buckling on a reinforcing bar (rebar) inside the concrete (in case it is visible) are examples of the visual methods used by engineers. On the other hand, the effectiveness of visual inspection based methods largely relies on the level of skills and knowledge of the person making the observation, and the differences between the reports prepared by different people of varying degrees of knowledge lead to a difficulties in establishing a standard for understanding the details of the damage [2]. Technological advances in laser scanners have led these devices be used for the purpose of damage assessment in recent years [3, 4]. Although the laser scanners support the observation-based methods with quantitative information, they are far from being an extensively used and feasible option in post-earthquake damage assessment due to their high costs, dimensions and high energy requirements.

In this work, we demonstrate wireless monitoring of a standard reinforced structural beam during a simply supported beam experiment, where the beam undergoes a force up to 25 tons. The vertical force applied to the middle section of the beam standing on two fulcrums at either side causes the whole structure to bend, resulting in tensile strains in the rebars present at the bottom of the beam. These strains, along with the relative displacement, are measured by a wireless sensing system which comprises probes attached on each rebar and an external antenna which interrogates these probes. The probes are designed so as to provide a high resolution (being able to detect microstrain-level strain and mm-level displacement) and a high sensitivity (833 Hz/Microstrain) by using nested split-ring resonator (NSRR) geometry. Since these strains are proportional with the applied force, and are also closely related with the degree of deformation, an accurate measurement of the strain and the relative displacement between two points is an important tool for identifying the damage that can be experienced after an earthquake.

2 Wireless Sensing System Architecture

The wireless sensing system used in this work comprises a transceiver antenna which is connected to a vector network analyzer (VNA), and NSRR probes attached on the rebars within the beam. The system operates based on the principle of near-field electromagnetic coupling between these two elements. By this coupling, a shift in the resonance frequency of the NSRR probe can directly be observed at the antenna response. When the probes are attached on the rebar, an elongation or a contraction of the rebar creates a capacitive change in the NSRR structure, which in turn changes the resonance frequency and can be captured by the antenna. By characterizing this change for different environments (e.g., free space, concrete, rebar grid, etc.), the observed frequency shift can accurately be transformed into displacement, and then to average strain by dividing it to the initial displacement between two attachment points. The near-field electromagnetic coupling makes the high sensitivity and resolution possible in the measurement of displacement and strain [5]. The NSRR probe is a modified version of the regular NSRR geometry first shown in [6]. NSRR architecture makes the system...
completely passive, removing the need for electrical energy. The antenna and the modified NSRR probe employed in this work are shown in Figure 1.
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**Figure 1.** The wireless sensing system components: a) Radiating and feeding sides of the microstrip single-slot antenna, b) Modified nested split-ring resonator (NSRR) probe.

3 Measurement Setup

The preparation of the setup for the simply supported beam experiments is shown step by step in Figure 2. First, before the concrete is poured, a cavity is created at the bottom of the beam in order to reach the rebars, onto which the NSRR probes are installed (see Figure 2-a). The direct attachment of the probes on the rebars instead of on the concrete is very critical, since the propagation of strain is hindered through the cracks when concrete is present. On the other hand, since the rebars are elongated or contracted proportionally to the applied force, it is possible to read strain/displacement forming on the beam when the probes are attached on the rebars. At this step, strain gages are also installed at each rebar with wires. Strain gages are wired devices which can operate only at the elastic deformation region at very small strain/displacement levels. They cannot withstand higher levels of loading and come off at the force ranges observed at earthquakes. However, they constitute a means of comparison for this range. As the next step, a protective Plexiglas cover is placed before the rebars (see Figure 2-b). Finally, the beam is enclosed by a plaster layer, and it is loaded by a vertical force at the middle section via a hydraulic piston (see Figure 2-c). Finally, the interrogating antenna is brought close to the beam at a fixed position for a good electromagnetic coupling with the probes (see Figure 2-d). It is important that a fixed position is determined for the antenna, so that the disruptive effects of the concrete and the rebar grid do not dominate the coupling signal [7].
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**Figure 2.** Preparation of the experiment setup: a) Installation of the NSRR probes on the rebars at the bottom of the beam, b) Placement of a protective Plexiglas cover, c) The beam enclosed and placed on two fulcrums at either side, d) Antenna monitors the beam from outside.

4 Results

The results of the simply supported beam experiment are shown in Figure 3. First, the beam is loaded with a force slowly increasing up to 25 tons as shown in Figure 3-a. At \( t = 1125 \text{ s} \), it can clearly be observed in Figure 3-b that the continuous loading causes the rebar to shift from the elastic deformation region to plastic deformation region, initiating irreversible elongation. At this point, it is seen that the strain gages come off and stop producing data. For the whole of the elastic region, the agreement between the sensing system data and the strain gages are observed to be high. After the initiation of the plastic deformation, the loading is increased until \( t = 2270 \text{ s} \), and it is stopped before
the beam fails. The strain corresponding to 25 tons of force is 0.023, and it is the maximum strain observed during the experiment. This corresponds to a relative displacement \(d\) in Figure 1 of 0.6 mm on the rebar. The dynamic range of the sensing system is much larger compared to this value [5], which demonstrates that the sensing system can easily record the earthquake-level strains and displacements.

5 Conclusion

In this work, we demonstrate wireless measurement of displacement and average strain experienced on the rebars within a reinforced concrete beam during a simply supported beam experiment. The simply supported beam experiment mimics the effect of the earthquake in terms of the force and strain levels that the structural element may undergo. Therefore, it is important that the sensing system can record data during the whole of the experiment without any interruption or malfunction. Currently, there is no established technology to obtain quantitative information regarding the degree of damage after an earthquake. The results of this study show that strain/displacement readings can be acquired through wireless and passive sensing, which may be used in conjunction with current observation-based methods.
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